
Stratford upon Avon Town Transport Group 
Minutes of meeting on Wednesday 13 February 2019 

  
 

Present: Phil Applin [PA], Joe Baconnet [JB], John Bicknell [JB] Mayor, Mark Cargill 
[MC], John Deegan [JD] Chairman, Elizabeth Dixon [ED] Secretary, Ian Fradgley [IF], 
Richard Freer-Hewish, Mark Haselden [MH], Phil Mills [PM] Deputy Town Clerk, Theresa 
Parker [TP], Jann Tracy [JT]. 

  
1. Welcome: John Deegan welcomed everyone to the meeting. 

 
Apologies: Howard Blessington, Isabel Edgar Briançon, Jenny Fradgley, Richard 
Lees, Stephen Rumble. 

  
2.  Minutes of 12 December 2018 were agreed. 

  
3. Matters Arising:  Reminder to SR for more information about temporary 

Sunday closure of Clopton Bridge, where traffic goes [as previous minutes]. 
Outstanding. 
Dominic Skinner had accepted the invitation to join the TTG + had been 
expected. 

  
4.  Neighbourhood Development Plan: An overview was given [MH] from the 

inception, appointment of steering group, methods used to gather information 
for production of the NDP. After Referendum in November 2018 it was adopted 
by SDC + its contents have to be considered in all areas, particularly planning. 
The priority now is to ensure that the plan is implemented and that 
implementation is monitored. The Town Council is the “owner” of the plan but 
the TTG is willing to assist with monitoring so far as it relates to transport. 
The Town Council will look at how TTG can help and report back. (Town 
Council reps) Stratforward will investigate alternative funding sources. (JB)   

  
5. SDC Consultations:   Links were in the Agenda email. Development 

Requirements response required by 15/03 + includes 'parking and travel'. TTG 
needs to agree a response at its next meeting for which a draft will be 
prepared. [RFH/ED] 
Site Allocations includes proposals for the “cultural quarter”. TTG needs to 
agree a response at its next meeting for which a draft will be prepared. Since    
 Stratforward is independently considering its response also, JB will prepare 
our draft [JB].  

  
6. Stratford Transport Strategy:  No information. RFH referred to lack of 

information about cycle routes or plans generally.  Refer to SR [ED] 
RFH reported that the Cycling Forum have been working with WCC over the 
last 15 months to ensure that their views for cycle/pedestrian provision are 
incorporated in the final design of the Birmingham Road Rehabilitation. There 
have been constructive meetings with Stephen Rumble and Lisa Jones who 
have been sympathetic to and indeed welcomed their views on detailed 
design. It's believed the final design has been outsourced. The CF have been 
told that their views include a segregated cycle/pedestrian off road facility 



 

from Windsor Street to the Park Road area, have been passed on. However, 
they have also been told that it is unlikely they will be able to comment or 
interact further on the final design before approval.  This is disappointing and 
untenable.  The CF believe that this scheme will set the tone for future 
cycle/pedestrian facilities in the town and it is essential to aim for gold 
standard design.  MC is to follow up on what is the current status of this 
scheme, [MC]. 

  
7. SWRR: JD reported that the Council says that it is not prepared to accept any 

risks arising from the project. However, if the County Council agrees to 
support the business case for funding from the Housing Infrastructure Fund, it 
will need to agree the content of the bid by 22 March, and so the Council’s 
decision is currently programmed to be considered at its Cabinet meeting on 7 
March.  

  
8.   Members Reports - Blue badge users: Change of criteria is held up at 

parliament. Mess at existing bays in Chapel Lane RSC works, not as planned, 
ED monitoring but more next meeting. Involves Highways, NSL [WCC Parking]. 
Meeting TC + SDC re access for all [parking + pavements] during Markets, 
Festivals + Events when the town is closed + has to include BID.  
Cycling: New routes recommended [RFH]. 

  
9.  AOB: Concern about traffic around the Firs when Chinese pavilion is erected, 

no parking nearby. [JT] 
Check with KR what is happening with the Arden's Heath application [ED].  
KR says: Arden Heath is being developed by two developers - Taylor Wimpey 
and Spitfire. TW had their application refused on the grounds of design and 
then it was deferred until TW worked with the working group and the planner 
to come up with a better designed scheme.  We are in the process of doing 
that. Spitfire have also worked with us to do the same and we are expecting 
both developers to submit amended applications within the next couple of 
weeks.  We are hopeful of a better designed and quality development than 
was first produced. 
TTG will have an agenda item at its next meeting on the infrastructure needs 
which may arise from the SHLAA analysis.  [ED] 

  
Next Meeting: 10am, Wednesday 13 March 2019 


